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It must not be imagined, however, that the ancients were
audacious navigators. They had no compass to assist them; and
the fear of storms always kept them in harbour during winter
months. The rising of the Pleiads in spring was the signal to
set sail. Observation of the stars was their only guide at night;
and, if possible, the Greek sailor preferred not to be caught at
the mercy of the darkness. Avoiding open-sea voyages, he was
accustomed to hug the coast-line or thread his way across from
island to island, putting into harbour or hauling his ship ashore
to bivouac for the night. Except for the accident of a sudden
squall or the occasional necessity of a hard pull with the oar when
an adverse wind set in, it \vas a peaceful and pleasant life—to sit
astern at the tiller, and, while the light breeze puffed the main-
sail, watch the smooth blue water ruffle under the vessel's wake
and the grey shapes of the islands drift lazily by under the'
blazing summer sunshine. So, though the Greek sailor never
pretended that he was not afraid of the sea, he thoroughly
enjoyed his life. 'Give me a mattress on the poop,' sang a Greek
Masefield, 'and an awning overhead with the patter of the spray
on it; a pot on the fire with a turmoil of bursting bubbles and a boy
turning the meat, and a ship's plank for my table, and a game of
pitch and toss, and the boatswain's whistle. That's the life I love
and it fell to my lot but yesterday.'
There was only one most uncomfortable danger—pirates.
In another poem we find a soothsayer, when asked by a timid
skipper whether his ship would make port safely, thus cautiously
replying:
Let the ship be bran-new and the tackle be taut!
Wait till summer for sailing! and then, sir, in short,
If correctly you steer and no bold buccaneer
You encounter, you'll come safe to port.
Luckily the Athenian navy did much to suppress the nuisance.
As for the risks of shipwreck, it was always possible to insure
against those with the bankers at Athens. Profits on a cargo

